Genetic humanization, which involves replacing mouse genes with their human counterparts, can create powerful animal models for the study of human genes and diseases. One important example of genetic humanization involves mice humanized for their Ig genes, allowing for human antibody responses within a mouse background (HumAb mice) and also providing a valuable platform for the generation of fully human antibodies as therapeutics. However, existing HumAb mice do not have fully functional immune systems, perhaps because of the manner in which they were genetically humanized. Heretofore, most genetic humanizations have involved disruption of the endogenous mouse gene with simultaneous introduction of a human transgene at a new and random location (so-called KO-plus-transgenic humanization). More recent efforts have attempted to replace mouse genes with their human counterparts at the same genetic location (in situ humanization), but such efforts involved laborious procedures and were limited in size and precision. We describe a general and efficient method for very large, in situ, and precise genetic humanization using large compound bacterial artificial chromosome-based targeting vectors introduced into mouse ES cells. We applied this method to genetically humanize 3-Mb segments of both the mouse heavy and κ light chain Ig loci, by far the largest genetic humanizations ever described. This paper provides a detailed description of our genetic humanization approach, and the companion paper reports that the humoral immune systems of mice bearing these genetically humanized loci function as efficiently as those of WT mice.
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genome engineering | therapeutic antibody | immunoglobulin locus T he laboratory mouse is one of the premier model organisms used by biologists. As a mammal, the mouse is more genetically similar to humans and thus more relevant to human physiology and disease than many other model organisms. Its small size, short generation time, and the availability of a large variety of inbred strains have led to a robust body of classical genetic research on the mouse. The utility of mice as a genetic model is also greatly enhanced by powerful transgenic and knockout technologies, allowing researchers to study the effects of the directed overexpression or deletion of specific genes. However, despite all of its advantages, the mouse remains an imperfect model of human disease and an imperfect platform on which to test potential human therapeutics. One issue is that, although about 99% of human genes have a mouse homolog (1), potential therapeutic agents often do not cross-react, or cross-react only poorly, with the mouse ortholog of the intended human target. To overcome this problem, selected target genes can be humanized, that is, the mouse gene can be eliminated and replaced by the corresponding human orthologous gene sequence. Because of the difficulties of using conventional KO technologies to directly replace large mouse genes with their large human genomic counterparts, genetic humanization is currently most often accomplished by the so-called "KO-plus-transgenic humanization" strategy that involves crossing a KO of the mouse gene with a randomly integrated transgenic of the human gene (2) (3) (4) (5) . The conceptually more straightforward direct homologous replacement, in which a mouse gene is directly replaced by its human counterpart at the same genetic location ("in situ humanization"), is rarely attempted because of technological difficulties. Heretofore, such efforts have involved laborious procedures and were limited in size and precision; the largest such in situ genetic humanization described to date involved on the order of 100 kb and required four ES cell steps (6) .
We have previously shown that VelociGene technology (7), which pioneered the use of large bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-based vectors for gene targeting in mouse ES cells, allowed much larger targeted deletions in ES cells than can normally generated with non-BAC-based targeting vectors. Recently, we found that large insertions can also be precisely targeted to specific genomic locations using VelociGene technology. Herein we combine these two features, targeting both large deletions and insertions, to humanize large regions in situ by direct homologous replacement of mouse genes with their human counterparts. Using this approach, more than 200 kb can be precisely humanized in a single step. We exploit this approach to create a mouse with a unique type of genetically humanized immune system.
Early studies showing that exogenously introduced Ig transgenes could successfully be rearranged in precursor B cells led to the suggestion that mice could be genetically humanized to produce fully human monoclonal antibodies (8) . Such mice were ultimately engineered and provide an extreme example of the gene humanization strategy using the KO-plus-transgenic Significance This paper describes a major advance in genomic engineering, describing by far the largest genetic humanization of the mouse ever attempted. Six megabases of mouse immune genes were replaced in a precise manner and "in situ" (in the orthologous position) with the corresponding human immune genes using largechimeric bacterial artificial chromosome targeting vectors. The accompanying manuscript demonstrates that the engineered mice function with high efficiency and have already generated therapeutic candidates that have progressed into human trials.
approach (9) (10) (11) (12) . To generate these mice, the endogenous mouse Ig heavy chain and κ light chain loci were inactivated by targeted deletion of small, but critical, portions of each locus and combined with human Ig gene loci introduced as randomly integrated large transgenes or minichromosomes (13) . These engineered mice represented an important medical advance, and fully human monoclonal antibodies have been isolated from them with promising therapeutic potential for treating a number of human diseases (11, 12, (14) (15) (16) (17) . However, these mice display compromised B-cell development (see ref. 18), which may limit their ability to generate fully human antibodies against some antigens. We reasoned that the compromised B-cell development might arise from some combination of three possible sources of inefficiency. First, as with other transgenes, the random introduction of the human Ig transgenes might contribute to their incorrect expression due to a lack of some known mouse downstream enhancer elements (19, 20) and postulated upstream locus control elements (21) . Second, inefficient interspecies interactions between the constant domains of human cell surface immunoglobulins and the additional mouse components of the B-cell, and pre-B-cell, receptors might impair signaling processes required for normal maturation, proliferation, and survival of this lineage. Finally, inefficient interspecies interactions between soluble human immunoglobulins and mouse Fc receptors might reduce affinity selection (22) and Ig serum concentrations (23, 24) . All three of these possible sources of inefficiency would likely be corrected by in situ humanization of only the variable regions of the mouse Ig loci within their natural locations. Such a strategy would result in mice making "reverse chimeric" (i.e., human V: mouse C) antibodies that would presumably undergo normal interactions and selections with the mouse environment based on retaining mouse constant regions; however, these reverse chimeric antibodies should be readily reformattable into fully human antibodies for therapeutic purposes. Chimeric antibodies (i.e., mouse V: human C) have been shown to be easily formatted (25) , and mice have been created that produce them (26, 27) .
Thus, we performed precise large-scale in situ replacements of only the variable regions of the mouse heavy and light chain Ig loci (heavy chain V-D-J and κ chain V-J) with the corresponding human sequences. The flanking mouse sequences, including all mouse constant chain genes and locus transcriptional control regions, remained intact and functional within the hybrid loci. In all, 6 Mb of the mouse loci were replaced with 1.4 Mb of human genomic sequences, by far the largest genetic humanizations ever described. As described in the companion article (18) , the humoral immune systems of the resulting mice function as efficiently as those of WT mice.
Results
Ig Heavy Chain Variable Locus Humanization. Antibody genes are rearranged and expressed similarly in humans and mice. The genomic organizations of the heavy chain loci are also very similar between the two species. Therefore, humanization of the variable domain of the heavy chain locus can be accomplished by the conceptually simple, direct replacement of roughly 3 Mbp of contiguous mouse genomic sequence containing all V H , D H , and J H gene segments with roughly 1 Mbp of contiguous human genomic sequence containing the equivalent human gene segments (Fig. 1A) . The intron between J segments and constant domains (the J-C intron) contains a transcriptional enhancer (28) followed by a region of simple repeats required for recombination during isotype switching (29) . The junction between human V-D-J region and the mouse C region (the proximal junction) was chosen to maintain the mouse intronic enhancer and switch domain to give the best chance for efficient expression and class switching in the mouse. The rational choice for the exact nucleotide position of this and subsequent junctions is possible because the replacements were accomplished using the VelociGene method (7), which relies on bacterial homologous recombination driven by synthesized oligonucleotides. Thus, the proximal junction was placed about 200 bp downstream from the last J segment, and the ultimate distal junction was placed several hundred base pairs upstream of the most 5′ V gene of the human locus and about 9 kbp downstream from VH1-86, also known as J558.55. This most distal variable gene segment, which is a pseudogene in C57BL/6 mice, but potentially active, albeit with a poor RSS sequence, in the targeted 129 allele, was retained due to reports at the time (21) Step A. Replace mouse DQ52 & J's to insert 145kb 3hV H mini-human locus & proximal cassette (PC)
Step B. Insert distal lox cassette (DC)
Step C. CRE delete ≈ 2.5 Mb of mouse locus leaving 3hV H , hD & hJ
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Step I. maintenance of mouse sequences at the most distal end of the locus may have buffered against the loss of other functional elements yet to be described. Previous experiments (7) using the VelociGene method had shown that large BAC-based targeting vectors (BACvecs) could be precisely inserted using homologous recombination while simultaneously allowing deletions up to 75 kb, with frequencies (0.5-1%) only slightly below the overall average targeting frequency (3.8%) from 200 projects. The first test of the use of VelociGene for the insertion of large, BAC-sized segments of human Ig DNA sequence into the mouse was the insertion of 144 kb of the proximal end of the human heavy chain locus containing 3 V H , all 27 D H , and 9 J H human gene segments into the proximal end of the mouse IgH locus, with a concomitant 16.6-kb deletion of mouse sequence, using about 75 kb of mouse homology arms (Fig. 1B, step A, and Table 1, 3hV H ) . This large 144-kb insertion and accompanying 16.6-kb deletion was performed in a single step (step A) that occurred with a frequency of 0.2% (Table 1) . Correctly targeted ES cells were scored by the loss-of-native-allele (LONA) assay (7) to determine the copy number of probes within and flanking the deleted mouse sequence and within the inserted human sequence (Fig. S1) , and the integrity of the large human insert was verified using multiple probes spanning the entire insertion. Because many rounds of sequential ES cell targeting were anticipated, targeted ES cell clones at this, and all subsequent, steps were subjected to karyotypic analysis, and only those clones showing normal karyotypes in at least 17 of 20 spreads (about 90% of those tested) were used for subsequent steps.
Mice were generated from ES cells containing this initial heavy chain modification by recombination activating gene (RAG) complementation (31), and cDNA was prepared from splenocyte RNA. The cDNA was amplified using primer sets specific for the predicted chimeric heavy chain mRNA that would arise by V-D-J recombination within the inserted human segment and subsequent splicing to either mouse mu or gamma constant domains. Sequences derived from these cDNA clones demonstrated that proper V-D-J recombination had occurred within the human sequences, that the rearranged human V-D-J segments were properly spliced in-frame to mouse constant domains, and that class-switch recombination had occurred. Much more extensive sequence analyses of the mRNA products of subsequent hybrid Ig loci are described in the companion article (18) .
Targeted ES cells from step A were retargeted with a BACvec that produced a 19-kb deletion at the distal end of the heavy chain locus (Fig. 1B, step B) . The step B BACvec contained a hygromycin resistance gene (hygR) in contrast to the neomycin resistance gene (neoR) contained on the BACvec of step A. The resistance genes from the two BACvecs were also designed in such a way that, if the second targeting occurred on the same chromosome as the first, then an ∼3-Mb portion of the mouse heavy chain locus containing all of the mouse V gene segments other than VH1-86 and all of the D gene segments other than DQ52, as well as the two resistance genes, would be flanked by loxP sites; DQ52 and all of the mouse J chain gene segments had already been deleted in step A. ES cell clones doubly targeted on the same chromosome were identified by driving the 3hVH proximal cassette to homozygosity in high G418 (32) and following the fate of the distal hyg cassette. It has been shown that loxP-flanked segments of mouse chromomes up to 4 Mbp can be deleted in ES cells by transient expression of Cre recombinase with surprisingly high (up to ∼11%) efficiencies even in the absence of drug selection (33) . Likewise, we observed the 3-Mbp deletion (Fig. 1B, step C) in 8% of ES cell clones following transient Cre expression (Table 1 ). The deletion was scored by the LONA assay using probes at either end of the deleted mouse sequence, as well as the loss of neoR and hygR genes and the appearance of a PCR product across the sole remaining loxP site. Finally, the deletion was confirmed by FISH (Fig. S2) .
The remainder of the human heavy chain variable region was added to the 3hVH allele in a series of five steps using the Velocigene method (Fig. 1, steps E, F, G, and H) , with each step involving precise insertion of up to 210 kb of human gene sequences. For each step, the proximal end of each new BACvec was designed to overlap the most distal human sequences of the previous step, and the distal end of each new BACvec contained the same distal region of mouse homology as used in step A. The BACvecs of steps D, F, and H contained neoR selection cassettes, whereas those of steps E and G contained hygR selection cassettes; thus, selections were alternated between G418 and hygromycin. Targeting in step D was assayed by the loss of the unique PCR product across the distal loxP site of 3hVH. Targeting for steps E through I was assayed by loss of the previous selection cassette. In the final step (I), the neo selection cassette, flanked by FRT sites (34), was removed by transient FLPe expression (35) . The human sequences of the BACvecs for steps D, E, and G were derived from two parental human BACs each, whereas those from steps F and H were from single BACs. Retention of human sequences was confirmed at every step using multiple probes spanning the inserted human sequences. Only those clones with normal karyotype and germ-line potential were carried forward in each step. ES cells from the final step were still able to contribute to the germ line after nine sequential manipulations (Table 1) . Mice homozygous for each of the heavy chain alleles described in Fig. 1 and Table 1 were viable and appeared healthy, indicating that no essential mouse gene or toxic human gene lies buried within the heavy chain variable region. Southern blot analysis of mice heterozygous and homozygous for the 3hVH allele and 3hVH ES cells compared with human and mouse fibroblasts confirmed that the proximal junction, The Ig heavy chain variable gene locus was humanized in nine sequential steps. Transient expression of CRE recombinase directed a 3-Mbp deletion to create the 3hVH-cre allele and the deletion of a neoR selection cassette to create the 80hVHdNeo allele. All other steps were LC-BACvec-driven homologous recombination. Amount of human sequence is the cumulative amount added for each allele. Total V segments includes pseudogenes.
human variable region, and distal mouse flanking regions remained intact.
Light Chain Variable Humanization. The κ light chain variable region was humanized in a manner similar to that of the heavy chain ( Fig. 2 and Table 2 ). The variable region of the human κ locus contains two nearly identical 400-kb repeats separated by an 800-kb spacer (36) . Because the repeats are so similar, nearly all of the locus diversity can be captured without the distal repeat. In fact, a natural human allele of the κ locus is missing the distal repeat (37) . Thus, we replaced about 3 Mbp of mouse sequence with about 0.5 Mbp of human sequence to replace all of the mouse V K and J K segments with the proximal human V K and all of the human J K gene segments (Fig. 2A) . Unlike the heavy chain locus, the entire mouse variable gene region, containing all VK and JK gene segments, was deleted in a three-step process before any human sequence was added. First a neoR cassette was introduced at the proximal end of the variable region (Fig. 2B, step A) . Next, a hygR cassette was inserted at the distal end of the κ locus (Fig. 2B, step B) . LoxP sites were again situated within each selection cassette such that Cre treatment induced deletion of the remaining 3 Mbp of the mouse κ variable region along with both resistance genes (Fig. 2B, step C) .
A 480-kb contiguous stretch of human genomic DNA containing the entire κ variable region was inserted in four sequential steps (Fig. 2C and Table 2) , with up to 150 kb of human DNA inserted in a single step, using methods similar to those used for the heavy chain. The final hygromycin resistance gene was removed by transient FLPe expression. As with the heavy chain, targeted ES cell clones were evaluated for integrity of the entire human insert, normal karyotype, and germ-line potential after every step. Mice homozygous for each of the κ chain alleles were generated and found to be healthy and of normal appearance.
Combining Heavy Chain and κ Light Chain Humanized Alleles. Mice doubly homozygous for both heavy and κ light chain humanizations were generated from a subset of the alleles described. For convenience, we have named mice homozygous for both 18hV H and 16hV K alleles "VelocImmune I," mice homozygous for both 39hV H and 30hV K alleles "VelocImmune II," and mice homozygous for the complete set of 80hV H and 40hV K alleles "VelocImmune III." All genotypes observed during the course of breeding to generate the doubly homozygous mice occurred in roughly Mendelian proportions. However, we observed that male mice homozygous for each of the heavy chain alleles showed reduced fertility. We recently identified and corrected the problem of reduced male fertility. Briefly, Adam6 genes required for mouse sperm function are embedded within the mouse IgH locus and are not conserved in humans; reinserting these mouse genes into the humanized locus restored mouse fertility.
BAC Recombineering to Generate Large Compound BAC-Based Targeting
Vectors. To perform the large genetic humanizations described above, we needed to generate a variation of the BAC-based targeting vectors (BACvecs) previously described (7), in which human and mouse BACs were combined to create large compound BACvecs (LC-BACvecs). A total of 13 different LC-BACvecs were used to humanize the variable region genes of both the heavy and κ light chain loci. For illustrative purposes, a brief description of the construction of the LC-BACvec used for step A of heavy chain humanization is provided here, whereas construction of the remaining 12 LC-BACvecs is described in Tables  S2 and S4 .
The 3hVH LC-BACvec was constructed using three sequential bacterial homologous recombination (BHR) steps (Fig. 3) . In step 1, a cassette was introduced upstream from V H 1-3 that contains a region of homology to the mouse IgH locus (HB1), a gene that confers kanamycin resistance in bacteria and G418 resistance in animals cells (kanR) and a loxP site. In step 2, a second cassette was introduced just downstream from the last J H segment that contains a second region of homology to the mouse IgH locus (HB2) and a gene that confers resistance in bacteria to spectinomycin (specR).
Step 2 also deleted human IgH sequences downstream from J H 6 and the BAC vector chloramphenicol resistance gene (cmR). In step 3, the doubly modified human BAC (B1) was then linearized using I-Ceu1 sites that had been added during steps 1 and 2 and integrated into a mouse BAC (B2) by BHR through the HB1 and HB2 regions of homology. The drug selections for step 1 [chloramphenicol/ kanamycin (cm/kan)], step 2 (spectinomycin/kanamycin), and step 3 (cm/kan) were designed to be specific for the desired products.
Similar steps were performed in the creation of the other 12 LC-BACvecs used. A common variation was the use of ligation instead of BHR to conjoin two large BACs (SI Materials and Methods). In those cases, rare restriction sites were introduced into both BAC parents by BHR along with careful placement of selectable markers so that only the desired ligation product is able to survive on a certain combination of drugs. Another variation that we have begun to use for other humanization projects is the consolidation of the equivalent of steps 1 and 2 of Fig. 3 into a single step by using a "gap repair" fragment similar to methods described by Zhang et al. (38) . 
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Discussion
The methodologies described here are broadly applicable for large-scale engineering of the mouse genome. They rely on robust established technologies of VelociGene (7), bacterial homologous recombination (39, 40) , and Cre recombinase-mediated large deletions (33), together with a variation of the original VelociGene technology involving the creation of LC-BACvecs. Using our approach, we routinely inserted up to 210 kb of human sequences in a single step using LC-BACvecs and normal drug selections, allowing us to efficiently replace 6 Mb of the mouse genome with the corresponding human genetic sequences. An alternate strategy for large-scale in situ humanization was recently published (6) that used a variation of recombinase mediated cassette exchange (41, 42) to introduce a 117-kb segment into a specific location in the mouse genome. This method required three ES cell manipulations for a single 100-kb insertion that was obtained only under very stringent drug selection using a split HPRT gene and two negatively selected tk genes.
The ability to replace very large, megabase-sized regions of the mouse genome with very high nucleotide-level precision has allowed us to create superior mice for the generation of human monoclonal antibodies. The dramatically improved functioning of VelocImmune mice compared with the previous generation of humanized antibody mice that were created by random integration of human Ig transgenes (18) is a powerful indication of the importance of precise engineering for genetic humanization projects. On a less complex scale, it is highly desirable to generate mice in which the specific drug targets are humanized. This is especially true for the targets of monoclonal antibody therapeutics because, due to their high degree of specificity, antibodies to human targets rarely cross-react with their mouse orthologs. The limited preclinical testing of monoclonals that is currently performed in monkeys and that is often compromised due to poor cross-reactivity could be performed more cheaply, more humanely, more extensively, and with greater confidence in humanized mice. As we have done with the Ig loci, the most effective humanization of transmembrane targets will often be to generate a chimeric gene in which the genomic region encoding the extracellular domain is humanized and fused within an intron to mouse genomic sequences encoding the transmembrane and intracellular regions. It should also now be possible to humanize other large loci, for instance, those encoding the T-cell receptor and major histocompatability loci, to better mimic human cell-based immunity. In addition, swaps of large regions of the genome of one inbred mouse strain with that of another inbred strain or a mutant strain may now be considered in the later stages of positional mapping of phenotype-associated strain-specific polymorphisms or chemically induced mutations that have been mapped to megabasesized regions by standard breeding.
Materials and Methods
Identification of Human and Mouse BACs. Mouse BACs that span the 5′ and 3′ ends of the IgH and Igk locus were identified by hybridization of filters spotted with the BAC library or by PCR screening mouse BAC library DNA pools. Filters were hybridized under standard conditions using probes that corresponded to the regions of interest. Library pools were screened by PCR using unique oligos pairs that flank the targeted region of interest. The Ig κ light chain variable gene locus was humanized in eight sequential steps. Transient expression of CRE recombinase directed a 3-Mbp deletion to create the IgK-cre allele and the deletion of a hygR selection cassette to create the 40hVKdHyg allele. All other steps were BACvec-driven homologous recombination. Amount of human sequence is the cumulative amount added for each allele. Total V segments includes pseudogenes. The three steps in the construction of the 3hV H BACvec. pBelo BAC vector is black, human genomic sequences are dark blue, mouse genomic sequences are red, neo/kan selection cassette is light blue, cmR gene is green, specR gene is dark orange, and loxP site is yellow triangle. PFG analysis (B) of three BACs, B1, B2, and B3, after digestion with Not1. Markers M1, M2, and M3 are low range, mid-range, and lambda ladder PFG markers (New England BioLabs), respectively.
